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Introduction
Of the ainniote, comparatively little information is
available on the physiology of thyroid gland of the reptile.
There are studies on the morphology( Lynn 19609 1970)
histology( Langendorff 1889; Viguir 1909; Oharipper 1929)
of the different types of the reptilian thyroid gland.
Little is k .oval of the nature of the thyroid gland- iodinated
substances and its secretions Shellabarger, Gorbman,
Schatzlein and McGill( 1956) first analysed the thyroid
gland of two species of turtles, and reported that thyroxine,
tr_ i-siodothyronine, mono--i odotyro sine and di--iodotyro sine
were all present in the thyroid gland, This is followed
by Kobayashi and Gorbmpaz `s study( 1959) in the lizard where
thyroxine, tri-iodothyronine, di-iodotyrosine and mono-
io.dotyrosine with 2 unknown iodinated compounds were found.
There is obviously a large number of species in which the
kinds of iodinated substances synthesized by thyroid gland
remain unknown. What seems to be more .serious/important
perhaps is the fact that information on the nature of thyroid
gland secretions i.e. thyroid hormones of these reptiles :are.
completely lacking. One would expect if a physiological
process is related in any way with the endocrine gland,
it will be under the influence of the hormones, e a g o the
thyroid hormone, in circulation. Normally, only thyroxine
( T 4,) and tri-iodothyronine( T_) are regarded as
biologically active circulating thyroid hormones in human
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blood(Pileggi 196L.). Moiio-. od.otyro si ne( MIT) a d
di-dodo tyrosine( DIT) may occur in the blood in the
abnormal state only. There are also reports on cireulatiri1•
thyroid hormones in fish( WJiggs 1971; Eales 1971), in
amphibian( Ashley and r'rieden 1971), and ayes( Vlijm
1958; Meller and Wentworth 1959; Raheja and. Snedecor 1971)
In the first part of this study, the nature of thyroid
hormones synthesized by,-and released from, the snake thyroid
gland was examined. The method used in the qualitative study
was previously described by Block, Werner and Mandl( 1958.)
Mandl and Block( 1959), and Werner, Row and Radichevich
( 1960). Attempt have been made to quantify the circulating
thyroid hormones of the snakes.
In the second part, the involvement of the thyroid
hormones in two well-documented physiological processes in
squamate reptiles was o amined. The first of these was the
thyroid hormone on .the oxygen consumption rate. This
relationship is of course well k .own amongst the homoiotherms
( Barker 1955- Komaromi 1965- Mat suz aki., Tonoue and Yamamoto
1968; Buchanan, Primack and Tepley 1971; Hassinen, Ylikahri
and Kahonen 1971). In the poikilotherms, there are also
reports concerning the' influence of thyroid hormon.es on
oxygen consumption of the cold-blooded vertebrates under
the effect of different temperature regime.( Buikema, Jr.
and Armitage 1969; Aleksiuk 1971; Turner and Tipton -'1912*)
The second process under study was that of periodic
3
sloughing o Thyroxine is regarded as a promoting f actor on
skin shedding of :Lizards( review, Lynn 1970; Chiu and
Phillips 19716, 1972), but it acts as an inhibitor on the
sloughing cycle of snakes( see review by T. ynn 1970; Chiu
and Lynn 1970, 19719 1972). It is felt that to solve
this paradoxical information with regard to the effect of
thyroxine on sloughing in-lizards and snakes, the nature
and concentration of circulating thyroid hormone should
be examined.
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The endocrine involvement in the metamorphosis of
the amphibian tadpole is historic amongst the physiological
processes in the cold-blooded vertebrates. Gudernatsch
( 1912 9 1914) showed that the thyroid gland was the controlling
factor of metamorphosis. As extracts of horse thyroid gland
or other mammalian thyroid gland and thyro i..ds of the non-
mammalian forms, such as anuran and urodele, produced similar
effect, he concluded that these extracts were not species
specific and contained the meta-morphosis inducing agent.
Subsequent studies indicated that metamorphosis in. amphibian
could be obtained by grafting, implantation or injection of
substances obtained from thyroid gland of vertebrates, such
as fish, reptile and bird( UhienhuCt,h .1921; Schneider 1939)
Of the thyroid gland substance, Baumann and Oswald( see
review by Lynn and Wa.chowski. 1951) found that thyroid glands
in mammal and fish constitute high iodine in form of a
globulin, i`tadothyroglobulin e -Harington( 1915) further
demonstrated the presence of two main groups of iodinated
amino acids, the thyroxine and tyrosine, e.g. thyroxine
and diiodotyrosine, in the thyroid gland in mammal.
Thyroxine was firstly crystalized by Kendall in 1915, and
successfully synthesized by Harington and Barger in 1927
( see review, Lynn and Wachowski 1951).
Similar analysis of amphibian thyroid gland were few.
Thyroxine( T4) and probably trilodothyronine( T,) too
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were found in the thyroid gland. of an u..rans( S hellabal_rger
and Brown 1959; Fl i c kvi ge 1964). Thornbz).rn( 1967 )
found that tri_i.odothyro line and thyroxin:-Le in the circulatJ.119
blood of Bufo bu.fo, Race and Carueren( 1966) using thin
layer chrome tography demonstrated that thyroxine may occur
in the plasma of larval Rana cla ?n taus. In 1c,/168, Just
reported that changes of circulating levels of thyroid-
hormones may occur during the met amjorpho sis.
In the reptile, Shellaberger, Gorbman, Schatzlein and
McGill( 1956) used pancreatin and pap sin to digest the
pr-e-radiol1I treated turtle thyroid gland(- Terra-pene
carolina and. P eud- floridanus) and then extracted the
thyroidal amino acids from the digest. Using paper
chromatography, the radioactive labelled thyroidal amino
acids were separated and it was found that both iodo{-+.yrosinze,
( monoiodotyrosine and diiiodoty-rosine) and iodothyronine
( thyroxine and triiod.othyronine) were present. This is
confirmed later by Vivien-Roels( 1959) who studied the
thyroid gland of other turtle( P et c -t.a a ans)
on the seasonal basis and reported that MIT, DIT, T and T4
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were also present.
Kobayashi and Gorbman( 1959) carried out similar
study on the nature of thyroidal amino acids in two species
of lizard( Anolis carolinensis and Scpours occ dentalis)
and found that large amount of newly-labelled hormones were
synthesized in a shorter time compared. with the turtle
thyroid. In this study, MIT, DIT, T3 and T4 amo-.t;st 2
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unknown compounds were found from the gland. RE cently,
Shal-,L,n.m and Lew:itus( 1971) used radio active method to
stud'.,: the thyroid gland of the Israel J izacd (Agama
stell io) and found that the labelled M:LT, DIT, T1 and
small. amounts of T3 be detected.
From these studies, it may be inferred that the th:yTo:id.
gland of reptile; s can synthesize MIT, BIT, T3 and T4r6 It
should be noted that there is no report on the nature of
thyroidal amino acids actually released into circulation.
Of the ayes, the presence of thyroxine and tri-
iodo thyronine in the chicken thyroid gland have been
identified by Shellabarger and Pitt-Rivers( 1958) and
Frey and Flock( 1958) e S:udi es on the circulating thyroid
hormone is scarce.. Vli a m( 1958) found. that thyroxine i s
present in chick serum.' Mellen and Wentworth( 1959)
successfully demonstrated the presence of thyroxine and
triiodothyronine in chicken plasma. Sadovsky and Ben_sadoun
( 1971) quantified the plasma iodohormones of rooster and
reported on the range of total hormonal iodine value which.
was from 4.8 to 11.9 microgramme per 100 ml plasma,
The study of the mammalian thyroid gland is well
docu.ented o This may be due to its closed relationship
to human beings as compared with the non-mammalian forms.
Roche and his co-workers( 1950) found two other iodo-
compounds, the 3, 3 `-diiodothyroni.ne( 3531-T 2) and
3,3', 5' --tri-iodothyronine( 3,3',51-T) in thyroid gland3
8and plasmr In mammals, the tbyroid gland synthesizes
chiefly thyroxine `frith small amount of 3,5.3 triiodo
thyronin.e( Gross 1952) and there are evidences of
extrathy roidal. conversion of L-thyroxine to 3, 5,3
triiodo-L-thyronine in many mammalian animals including
human beings( Pitt- Rivers 1955; Lassiter 1958; )58; Braverman
1970; Starling 1970;. Pittman. 1970; Schwartz, Sucks and
Oppenheimer 1971). Thus it has been suggested that an
average of 17% of secreted thyroxine is being co verted
to triiodoth.yronine out of the mechanism of deiod.i.nation
( Schwartz, Surks and Oppenheimer 1971) While iodo-
thyronines( T3 T 4) are commonly detected in the
circulating blood, iodo--tyrosines: mono monoiodo-tyrosine and
diiodob.yrosine are also found in normal( Pileggi 1964;
Row 1966) and abnormal( Aro s eniu s 1964) human serum.
one of the well--known ftuactions of the thyroid
hormone is its effect' on the metabolic rate of the vertebrate
animal, the homoiotherrns in particular.in yitro and in
vivo studies on the influence of thyroid hormone on the
oxygen consumption of mammals were numerous( Komaromi
1964; Matsuzaki Tonoue and Yamamoto 1968 Mjos 1971a
1971b; Hassinen, Ylikahri and Yah oven 1971). The hormone
significantly increases the oxygen consumption rate.
Thornburn and Matty( 1964) isolated tissues of skin,
abdominal. muscle, heart, urinary and kidney from the toad.,
9Bufo bufo, and measured the ox genz CUnsuraption. of such
tissue by Warburg manomotric apparatus They fouad that
the administration of thyroxine significantly increases
the oxygen consumption of tissue, and. the tissue response
varies with the dose of thyroxine used. McNabb( 1969)
examined the effect of thyroxine on glycogen content and
oxygen consumption of frog Rana pipians at 18°C and
30°C. He reported that arter the treatment of thyroxine.
glycogen store in liver is greater in 18 °C than in 30°C
and oxygen consumption is higher in 30 °C than in 18 °0
This study points out the importance of the temperature
factor when the effect of thyroxine on the metabolic rate
of an animal is examined especially that of the poikilotherxns
In fact, confirmation findings are obtained in the lizard
in earlier works.
Changes of the metabolic rate of the reptile under.
T4 are temperature dependent d In vivo studies in lizard
Anolis carolinensis Eumeces fascis,( Maher and
Levedahl 1959; Maher 1965) and in vitro studies in lizard,
Eumeces obsoletus( Maher 1964) clearly demonstrated that
an increase in oxygen consumption( i.e. a positive response)
is evident if -the temperature is at 30 °C o At 20 °C. the
tissue/animal fails to show any increase in oxygen consumption
( i.e.a negative response) o Wilhoft( 1966) maintained
groups of lizard Sceloporus cyanogenys, in a thermal
gradient from 12 C to 60 C Animals were injected with
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thyroxine, tbiourea and saline Resplts showed that
the most effective tomperature within the gradient for
the response of oxygen. con sumpti.onl to the administration
of thyroxine IS-32 oC s Bartholomew and Tucker,,'( 1964)
showed. that the oxygen consumption. of varanid lizards,
Varanus,gouldii V arias, V punctatus and V. acanthurus.
is deeply related to -the size, body t ernperature and thermal
conductance of 'tie lizard. A similar conclusion is obtained
from the small caiman Gaiman sclerops (Huggins, Hoff and
Valentinzzi, 1971). Aleksiuk( 1971) found that in the
garter snake,Thamnophis sirtalis, the changes of its
metabolic rate is also temperature dependent. Recently,
Turner and Tipton(, 1972) studied the effect of acclimation
temperature on the metabolism response of water snake,
Natrix rhombifera rhombifera, liver tissue to thyroid.ectony
and hyperthyroidism. His data clearly demonstrated that
the oxygen consumption and. cytochr. or e oxidase activities
of the thyroxine-treated animals are the highest in
comparison with. the control and thyroidectomized ones e
One of the interesting phenomena in the squamate
reptiles is the continual periodic skin shedding( see
review, Lynn 1970). Drzewicki( 1926, 1927, 1929 ).and
Eggert( 1933, 1936) reported that the cessation of
sloughing in lacerta Lacerta agilis L muralis & L
yivipara, were caused by thyroid ectoioy and sloughing is
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restored. with. thyroid In 1933, Noble and. Bradley
used Hezid.aC'%yr l. z brook ii as experimental animals: ound
that both hypophysectomy and thyroideetomy decrease the
frequency of sloughing by shortening the cycle but not
completely inbibit the process while T injection increases
the rate of sloughing Adams an d Craing( 1950) repeat ed
the experiments of Drzewicki and Eggert, and found that
thyroidectomy actually stops sloughing in lacer; a, thus
suggesting the possibility of species variation between
the lacertids and the gekkonids.
Chiu, Phillips and Maderson.( 1967) and Chiu and
Phillips( 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1972) studying on the
tokay lizard, Gekko Beck, foun.d that while the thyroid
gland plays an. important role in the regulation of the
sloughing cycle in the lizard, other hormones, especially
prolactin, also regulate the sloughing process. This is
also confirmed in Anolis carolinensis ( Maderson and.
Licht, 1967,).
The influence of thyroid hormones upon the skin
shedding in snake is opposite to' that in lizard e( see
reviews, Lynn, 1970; Maderson, Chiu and Phillips, 1970a).
In 1933, Schaefer reported that both hypophysectomy and.
thyroidectomy increase the sloughing rate of garter shles.
( Tam2caDhis sirtalis) o Halberkann ( 1954) demonstrated.
that thyroxine or TSI- inhibits skin sloughing of Natrix.
Maderson, Chiu and Phillips( 1970b) reported a correlation
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between the histological changes of the thyroid glarnd
during the sloughing cycle of rat snake Ptyas korros which
suggests changes of gland activities with reference to
the cpidermal changes in the sloughing cycle. The recent
observations of skin shedding in shovel-nosed snake,,
hionact occ Nita, and garter snake, Thamnophis
sirtalis,(Chiu and Lynn, 1970 1971 1972 ) while
agreeing with the previous findings, point strongly the
fact that the thyroid hormone is an inhibitory f actor in
process of snake skin shedding. The consensus therefore
is that thyroxine seems to act as an inhibitory factor on
skin shedding in the snake but a promoting factor on
sloughing in the lizard.
As in the lizard, sloughing in snake is perhaps
under the regulation of.other hormones besides thyroid
hormones. Thus, ACTH( Adenocorticotrophic hormone)
is reported to inhibit skin shedding in normal Natrix
snake( Halberkaon, 1954; Goslar, 1958), but not in
thyroidectomized Thamnophis( Chiu and Lynn 1972)
Gonadotrophin is reported to increase nrate of sloughing
in Natrix( Goslar, 1958) and hypophysect-omized Arizona
elegans ( Chiu and Lynn 1970
PART ONE: Secretion of the thyroid gland in two ophidian
species Elaphe taeniura (Striped Racer)and
Naja naja (Cobra)
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Section one A. Seasonal changos of Thyroid Hormones
the blood and the hyroid gland
introduction
Activity/ch.ange s in many physiological- processes are
often seasonal in nature in the poikilotherms o Ling( 1 972
regarded that these changes constitute probably an autonomous
rhythm which is regulated by neurohormonal systems in response
to the environmental stimuli. Periodic sloughing of the
squanate reptiles may be one of the obvious processes to
the external stimuli. Klaubee( 1956) reported that wild
shed
rattlesnakes usuallyAbetween one and three times a year.
When kept in/,warmer place they. may shed at least three times
a year. It means that the sloughing frequency in snakes is
affected directly or indirectly by the temperature of the
outside environment. Thus higher temperature increases
the sloughing rate and low temperature decreases it.
Temperature not only affects the sloughing cycle of reptiles,
but also regulates the physiological state of the whole
animal e .g. that of hibernation in lizards and snakes
( Bellairs, 1969).
Breeding in poikilother_ms is also.one of the well known
physiological processes which are related to the seasonal
changes. In the male squamate reptiles, the changes
include the histological variation of testis (Tam
Phillips and Loft 1967) seasonal lipid cycle and
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steriod hormoues production of the gonad (Lofts, 1969
an.d the sexual w egment of the kidney( Reddy, Pray ad and
Misra, 1972
Seasonal changes in thyroid gland of the lizard
and turtle are well kno4vn( see review by Lynn. 1970) n In
the snake, Binyon and. Twigg( 1965) showed that during
hibernation in grass snake,Natriy natrix, changes of
thyroid activity occur, including a maximal colloid store.
in summer and the height of epithelial cells in winter.
Saint Girons( 1962) described changes in the thyroid
activity in V Vipera aspis which was ascribed to be related
to the reproductive activity of the snake. In male cobra,
Naj n a, Chiu, Phillips and Maderson( 1969) suggested
that the variation of thyroid gland activity might not be
related to environm'ental temperature and reproduction but
rather to the activity of the animal. Although these
reports on seasonal changes in the thyroid gland in snakes
are based mainly on the histological criteria of the gland,
it warrants that any attempt to study the nature of thyroidal
secretion in these animals should be done on a seasonal
basis. The fact that thyroid hormones are related with
so many physiological processeswhich are generally cyclic
in nature, e.g. the sloughing cycle in snake, of these
factors involved careful consideration in the
analysis.
In this study two ophidian species were used One
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was cobra Naja naja and the other was the striped race cec
Elaphe taeniura. These snakes were readily available
locally throughout the year.
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Material and Method
Six mature male striped raccrs were bought during the
months of May, July Septomber,
moths of Moy July Septomber November of 1972 and Jenuary
and March of 1973, and. 6 mature male cobra wore obtained in
June, August, Octobers December of 1972, and February and
April of 1973 from a snake shop. Animals wore sacrificed
by decapitation. Weights of thyroid gland s testis, fat
and body weight were recorded( table II) Serum of the
6 snakes of a month were pooled and so were the thyroid
glan Digestion of the thyroid gland followed the method
of Werner, Row and Nadichevich( 1960) and extraction
of thyroid hormones from serum was based on the method of
Block, Werner and Mandl (1958). Chromatographic procedure
was conducted .as described by Lossitzky, Gregoire, Gregoire
and. Limozin( 1961). The detective agents were prepared
and applied as reported by Bowden, Maclagwi. and Wilkinson
(1955)
Extraction of thyroid hormones from the serum
About 30 to 40 m1blood were obtained from n 3 snakes.
After centrifugation at 3000 r.p oma( 1513 g), twenty ml
serum was obtained and was used for analysis.
Small amount of thiouracil( Sigma Co.) and a few
drops of 001% alcoholic thymol blue( E. Merck) were added
into the serum in a conical flask, After shaking it gently,
the serum was acidified to pH 3 with 7N H2SO4 and hot
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n-butanol (60-70c0 to denature he protein and to
the protein-bound The hot suspension was kept in
water bath for several minutes in order to free the proteine
bound iodine compouund.s completely. Immediately, the
suspension was cooled in ice and the precipitant was
separated by centrifugation at 3000 r.p.m. for 30 minutes.
The precipitant was washed with 2 ml n-butanol and the
suspension was centrifuged again. The total butanol extract
was made alkaline by adding a few drops of 7.5 N NH4 0H as
indicated by the colour change of litmus paper( Whatman-
BDH) e The solution was concent ratp to approx 10 ml
in vacuo which took almost one day, and the evaporated
butanol vapor was trapped by cold trappers e Any precipitant
was removed by filtration and was washed by 2 ml. n-butanol
The butanol solution was dried again for 6 hrs. to about
I ml in va 0 5 ml of n-butanol and 15 ml chloroform were
added, the solution was filtered in order to remove the
precipitate which was washed by 2 ml. n-butanol: chloroform
( 1:1 v/v). The butanoi-chloroform extract was extracted
by aliquotes N-NH4OH OF 50,40,30 ml.The emulsion was
broken by centrifugation at each time. The NH4OH extract
was withdrawn by a dropper from the centrifugation tube
and the n-butanoi- chloroform residue was discarded. The
total NE4OH extract was concentrated in vacuo taking about
two days to near dryness. The residue was re--diesolved
with 4 ml NH4OH methanol (1:99 v/v) and concentrated
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to 1 ml. which was then stored in the frecser and was now
ready to be chromatographed in the Whstman no 3 filtes
paper
Extraction of thyroid hormone from the thyroid gland
A number of snakes were sacrificed by decapitation.
the thyroid glands were immediately removed from animals,
weighted and stored in freezer.
A total of 0.3 gm. of thyroid glands were, boiled. in
5 ml 865 N acetic acid for 2-3 minutes. The solution was
neutralized to pH 7.0 with N-NaOH. 10l. borate buffer
(Sigma Co.) and I mg. propyithiouracil (Sigma Co.) were
added into the solution. The mixture was homogenized in
a mortar and pestle. 20 mg. pancreatin (Sigma Co. 4 x NF
grade) and one drop of cresol (BDH) were added into the
homogenate and then incubated at 37 °C for three days. At
the end of incubation, the digest was placed in boiling
water for 5-10 min. to inactivate the enzyme 6 After cooling
in ice, 20 rig. erepsin (Nutritional Biochemical Co.) was
added and the digest was incubated again at 37 °C for two
more days o At the end of this second incubation, a few
drops of.0.1% alcoholic thymol blue (E. Merck) were
added and the digest was acidified to pH 3 with N--H2SO4,
and was then extracted four times with 2x volumes of water
saturated n-butanol. The emulsion was broken by centrifugation,
and the aqueous fraction was discarded. The butanol extract
was made alkaline by adding 7.5 N NNTOH and dried in vacuo
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The residue was dissolved in 1 ml of methancl Nh4ON
(99:1 v/v) and stored in freezer for chromatographic
analysis
Paper chromatographic procedure
100 ul of serum extracts or thyroid digests was chromato
graphed on Vffiatm n No filter paper which was prevvriously
spotted with markers: I, MIT, DIT, T2, T3 and T4 One
sample was spotted an two papers which were developed
separately with n-butanol-acetic acid--H 20( 16:1-3 v/v),
( B-A-H solvent system), and either Dioxane-n-butauol--
2N-NH4OH( 1:4:5 v/v)( D.-B-A solvent system) or Hexane-
t-Amylol-2N-NH4OH(.1:5:6 v/v)( HwA-A solvent system-)G
The former solvent system is widely used for separation of
iodo-compounds but T 4 and T3 The l.tter two solvent systems
are valuable for the separation of T4 and T7. Two dimensional
3
paper chromatography was also used to separate/Confirm
thyroid hormones in some instances. Chromatograms were
developed for 12 hours( movement of solvent: about 11
inches or 28 cm) m At the end of the development 9 the
solvent front was marked and the paper was dried in. air.
IIodinated amino acids in the dried chromatogram was
detected by a mixed solution( 1:1 v/v) of eerie sulphate
( BDH Chemical Ltd. and sodium 3.rsenite( E. Merck) a 10
eerie sulphate solution was prepared by dissolving 10 gin.
of eerie sulphate in. 100 ml Nr-H2SOL,, and 5% sodium
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arsenise solution was propared by dissolving a small arount
of the arsenite at a time in 100 ml cold N-H2so4 with
vigorous stirring Thesc solutions were stored separately
in befere used These detective agents were poured
on the chromatogram white spots in tellow background
indicate the presence of iodinated amino acids
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Result
The gravimetric data of all snake samples were presented
in Table I 1,2,3,4. The fat store in both species was consi-
derable during the period of hibernation in winter (November-
March). The thyroid weight changed with the season although
the difference between different months were not statistically
significant. The pattern of relative thyroid weight change in
the 2 species was similar in which the weight of the gland was
high in the summer but remained low during the rest of the year.
The 2 species of snake obviously differed in their breeding
period as judged by the weight changes of their testes. The
relative testis weight for the striped racer and the cobra were
1.25+0.12 and 1.05+0.18 gm/100g body wt. respectively in Sep-
tember '72 and April '73(i.e. pre-hibernation and post-hiber-
nation). It should be noted that the related weight changes of
the testis was more drastic in the striped Racer when compared
with those in the Cobra.
The analysis of thyroid hormones in serum samples in dif-
ferent months of the year from the striped racer (Elaphe
taeniura ) and Cobra (Naja naja) showed the presence of iodide,
MIT and DIT. There was no difference in the nature of iodinated
substances present in the blood throughout the year (fig. I 1& 2),
except in sample MR-1(Fig. I 2. May) where T4 or T3 was detected.
In the thyroid gland, (Fig I 3, I 4)again no qualitative dif-
ference in the iodinated substances were found since iodide, MIT,
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DIT, T4 were all detected. The present finding indicated that
in the thyroid gland T3 might be absent or more probably pre-
sent in very low cencentration and the method used was not sen-
sitive enough (Part I section 2). As extracts of thyroid
hormones distribution was similar through out the year, only
data obtained from the MC-1, MC-2, MR-1, MR-2 and MR-3 groups
of May, June and July '72 were traced (Fig. I 3 & I 4).
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Table I 1
Seasonal changes of body weight, thyroid weight, testis weight and fat weight of Naja. naja
Month of NO.of Body wt.
thyroid wt testis wt.
Fat wt
the ,year animal (g)
absolute relative wt absolute relative wt.
(mg) mh/100g body wt. (mg)mg/100g body wt. (g)
Jun 72 6 476-17.5 85.0-21.7 17.69-3.04 0.84-0.07 0.18-0.02 26.6-3.38
Aug 6 245-25.2 4.2-7.70 17.76-3.90 0.75-0.03 0.32-0.03 15.5-0.76
Oct 6 355-51.1 46.4-8.80 1316-1.10 1.44-0.26 0.42-0.03 13.6-5.50
Dec 6 330-27.3 46.6-10.5 14.22-2.17 2.80-0.35 0.85-0.08 33.3-3.04
Feb 73
6 310-19.9 52.1-6.75 16.68-2.73 3.02-0.28 0.93-0.17 25.3-4.19
Apr 6
502-32.1 69.5-7.40 14.09-2.38 5.13-0.78 1.05-0.18 37.6-6.46
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Table I 2
Seasonal changes of body weight, thyroid weight, testis weight and fat weight of Elaphe
taeniura
Thyroid wt. Testis wt.
Month of No of Body wt.
absolute relative wt. absolute relative wt.
Fat wt.
the year animal (g)
(mg) mg/100g body wt. (g) mg/100g body wt.
(g)
May 72 5 545-36.2 38.6-8.2 7.27-1.15 0.85-0.03 0.16-0.06 13.5-0.97
Jul 6 543-48.3 43.2-9.3 8.12-1.18 5.18-0.15 0.95-0.07 11.8-2.15
Sept 6 18-59.6 26.8-3.9 6.43-1.06 5.05-0.78 1.25-0.12 12.8-5.10
Nov 6 445-27.7 33.7-6.1 6.65-1.16 2.37-0.25 0.52-0.02 14.2-2.53
Jan '73 6 551-39.8 34.7-4.1 6.49-1.07 1.24-0.12 0.05-0.01 23.7-3.49
Mar 6 475-31.0 30.9-5.4 6.49-0.93 0.93-0.08 .04-0.01 12.4-1.79
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Table I 3
Seasonal changes of body weight, thyroid weight, testis weight
and fat weight of Cobra Naja naja with reference to the uppou-
rance of the spectacle of the eye.
Month of Sample body wt. Thyroid wt. testis wt. fat wt.
the year snake g mg. g g
June'72 MC-1(Cl) 484 99 0.93 28.5
Mc-2(Br) 468 72 0.74 23.1
Aug MC-3(Cl) 212 39 0.72 16.2
MC-4(Br) 276 41 0.79 14.5
Oct MC-5(Cl) 403 51 1.50 19.8
MC-6(Br) 307 40 1.36 16.6
Dec. MC-7(Cl) 273 33 1.85 27.4
MC-8(Br) 344 44 4.50 29.7
Feb 73 MC-9(Cl) 525 49 6.13 49.0
MC-10(Br) 480 90 4.13 29.5
Apr MC-11(Cl) 500 41 5.93 26.4
MC-(Br) 390 73 4.80 16.1
each sample consisted of 3 snakes
Cl snake with cloufy spectacle
Br snake with clear spectacle
26
Table l 4
Seasonal changes of body weight, thyroid weight, testis weight
and fat weight of striped Racer, ElaDhe taeniura with reference




























































































* each sample consisted of 3 snakes
Cl snake with cloudy spectacle




































Nov Jan 73 Mar
Fig I 1 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract showing the distribution
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Dec Feb 73 Apr
Fig 1 2 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract showing the distribution









T2 T4 MC-1 MC-2 MR-1 MR-3 T3 MIT
DIT
Fig I 3 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract
showing the distribution of I, MID DIT T3
and/or T4 on a seasonal basis in Elaphe (MR group)








T2 T4 MC-1 MC-2 MR-1 MR-2 MR-3 MIT
DIT
Fig 14 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland
extract showing the distrobution of I, MIT.
DIT T3 AND/or T4 on a seasonal basis in
Elape (MR group ) and Naja (MC group).
H-A-A descending system.
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Section one: B, Quaid at irve determination of serum thyroxne
by "Oxford T4-by-column" method
It is generally accepted that the thyroid hormones
in circulation are mainly thyroxine and with small amount
of tri-iodo-thyronine( Gross 1952; Shallabarger and Pitt-
Rivers 1958; Frey and Flock 1958 From results obtained
from section only iodide, MIT and DIT were found from
snake serum even though iodine, MIT, DIT, T3 and T4 were
identified from the digest of the glands. It is perhaps
T and T which concentration might be too low to be developed
by the chemical reaction of eerie sulphate and sodium
arsenite on the paper chromatogram. In the latter method
on the paper chromatogram, a rough estimate indicated that
only when an iodinated substance exceeding 50 micrograms
.per hundred-ml solvent, a colour reaction will be visually
seen. Hence, for any iodinated compounds, e.g. T4, with
concentration in snake serum less than 50 micrograms per
hundred ml serum, other method(s) has to) be sought.
Quantitative determination of serum thyroxine has
been performed by many workers( Chaney 1950; Pileggi,
Segal and Golub 1964; Pileggi and Kessler 1968). Recently,
many new, improved methods Were reported by many investigators
( Kessler and Pileggi 1970; Lee, Tietz and Martinex 1972).
In this study, the oxford ion-exchange resin column
chromatography method, with modification, was used. It
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should measure the range of concentration of thyroxine





a) Alkaline acetate wash( pH 8.0')
b) 15% acetic acid( pH 202)
c) Glacial acetic acid( conc.)
d) Elution solution: 50% acetic acid( pH 1.4)
2) Colour reagents:
a) 4.0 N sulphuric acid
b) Bromate, bromide reagent( pH 8.5)
c) Arsenous acid( pH 0.5)
d) Ceric ammonium sulphate'( pH 0.2).
3) a). Acetate buffer.
4.16 vol 0.2 M acetic acid with I vol. 0.2 M sodium
acetate pH was adjusted to 4.0-0.1 by NaOH and
CH COOH.
3
4) Serum diluent----0.1 N sodium hydroxide
II. Preparation of Resin column
Resin( Dowox AG, 1-X2, B ios-red) which used in this
experiment was previously washed with acetic acid solution
at pH 1.4 for 3 to 4 times, and then washed with pH 4.0
acetate buffer until the pH of the washing solution,
reaching 4.0±0.1.
Resin was poured into a micro ion-exchange column




1) 0.5 ml of standardized pooled serum and serum
samples were collected and diluted with 5.0 serum
diluent by using Seligson pipette. At the same
time, two 5 ml. serum diluent were also collected
and diluted for blanks.
All collections were mixed well and allowed to
stand for 15. mmn.
2) After standing for 15 mine blanks, standard and
samples were all delivered into the previously
prepared columns.
3) 10 ml. alkaline acetate wash, column reagent a, was
added into each column.
4) 10 ml. 15% acetic acid, column reagent b, was added
into each column.
5) 0.7 ml acetic acid, column reagent c, was added into
each column. Column effluents through steps 2, 31 4
and 5 were all discarded, and each addition of reagent
to the column was operated after the previous reagent
flow out from the column completely.
6) .3 ml of elution solution; column reagent d, was added
into each tube and all the column.flows were collected
with clear test tube.
7) 0.5 .ml sulphuric acid, colour reagent a, was delivered
into each eluate.
8) 0.5 ml alkaline brornate-bromide solution, colour
reagent b, was added into each tube and mixed well.
All eluates were allowed to stand for 15 mine at
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room temperature.
9) After 15 min. 1 ml arsenous acid, colour reagent c,
was added into each tube, mixed well. All the eluates,
together with the rack, were put into water-bath
which was, kept constant at 37°C for 20 min.
10) Starting with the column blank, each tube was added
with 0.7 ml ceric ammonium sulphate, colour reagent
d, in turn at.30 second intervals, mixed well and
incubated at 370 C for 20 min.
11) The spectrophotometer( Coleman Model 6 D) was set
at 420 mja and adjusted to 100% T by using deionized
water.
12) After the first tube, column blank, was incubated
for 1916 min. eluate was placed in the spectrophotometer.
Transmission was adjusted to 10% by increasing the
wavelength.
13) Transmittance of all other eluates were also measured
by the same way in the same order of 30 second
intervals.
14) The transmittance values of column blank and
standardized pooled serum were plotted on linear
graph-paper. Spots were joined with straight line
which regarded as standard curve. Standard curve
was
was prepared in each experiment.
15) The percentage transmittance of each unknown serum
sample was evaluated from the graph.
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Result
Thyroxine content in serum analysis of the 2 species
was shown in Table 5 6. Results. showed that (1) 2 con-
trasting patterns of thyroxine level were found in the 2
species of Naja and Elaphe, (2) significant variations
in T4 concentration in the blood in both species in the
year( see fig. I 9).
In the cobra, there was a statistically significance
increase in T4 concentration from August, 1972 to October,
1972. This was followed by a significants decrease in early
spring, 1973. In the striped Racer, a statistically signi-
ficant decrease in T4 level occurred between September, 1972
to November, 1972. The level then showed a gradual increase
in March 1973. It should be noted that the range of serum
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May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec'72 Jan Feb Mar Apr'73
Month of the Year
Fig I 9 Seasonal changes of the S-T4 concentration the relative testis weight
in Elaphe and Naja,
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Section one: C Further confirmation of low T4 quaptity
in snake serum by the quantitative detsction
of serum cholesterol and lipo-protein pattern
Introduction
It is generally believed that thyroxine regulates and
promotes lipid- metabolism( Schneeberg, 1970). While the
precise role of the thyroid in the regulation of lipogenesis
has yet to be established, there are evidences to show
that the thyroid hormone accelerates the incorporation of
fatty' acid precursors( Dayton, Dayton, Drimmer and Kendall
1960; Faas, Carton and Wynn 1972) e The content of plasma
lipoprotein and serum cholesterol were two common indexes
which are widely used in the clinical practice to indicate
the thyroid status, such as hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism.
Thus many reports demonstrated that patients with hypo-
thyroidism showcd increased concentration of serum
cholesterol and- phospholipid, while those with hyper-
thyroidism showed increased concentration of free fatty
acids and decrease serum total cholesterol and phospholipid
( Jurand and Oliver 1969), Vinik, Pimstone and Hoffenbery.
1970). Rich, Bierman and Schwartz( 1959) reported that
the increased plasma non-esterofoed fatty acid( NEFA)
concentration indicates the acceleration of fat metabolism
in the state of hyperthyroidism.
In view of the finding in section which showed low
41
content of thyroxine in snake circulating blood4 it seemed
desirable to investigate the amount of serum cholesterol
and analyze the lipoprotein pattern in the blood of these
two species of snakes.
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Material and Method
A. Se_riun cholesterol in snakes
Material:
1. Glacial acetic acid( AR grade E. Merck), purified
with chromic trioxide.
2. 0,9% sodium chloride solution( E. Merck)
3.-Colour reagent: 0.5 ml 10% ferric chloride( E.
Merck) in 50 ml concentrated H2S04( E. Merck).
40 Cholesterol standard( dissolved dried cholesterol
in 3 ml chloroform and diluted with glacial acetic.
acid).
Method:
In preparing the blank, 0.1 ml 0.9% NaCl solution
was obtained from a seligson pipette which was washed down
with glacial acetic acid from a 5 ml automatic pipette
All these solutions were collected by a test tube. The
solution within the test tube was well mixed by gentle
shaking.,
Control and standard were treated in the same way, In
order to maintain the same volume of solution in the test
tube, both of them were operated as follows: Fed in 0.1 ml
NaCl and ran down approximately 2.5 ml of glacial acetic
acid to the test tube by using automatic pipette, After
that, discarded the acetic acid from the seligson pipette
by turning the stopcock. Then, Tea in 0.1 ml of standard
or control into the seligson pipette and ran down the
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other 2.5 ml of glacial acetic acid from th.o pipette
again. Solution was mixed well by gentle shaking. 0.1
ml test sample was measured by seiigson pipette and
washed down with 5 ml glacial acetic acid from 5 nil
automatic pipette.
Four nil of the colour reagent, fie shly' prepared, were
added into each test tube from the dispenser, a mixer-
was used to shake the solution vigorously to mix the
solution well.
All the test tubes were allowed to stand for 15 minutes,
and then was read at 560 mpa.
Calculation:
test/standard X 210= mg cholesterol/100 ml serum
B. Serum 1ipo-protein in snakes
Serum lipo--protein of these two species were determinated
according to the method of Ma et L.( 1965) by using
paper electrophoresis. Iri these estimations; VVhatman
No. 3 filter paper with size of 36 X 2.5 cm was used..
Paper strips-were put vertically in a paper electro.
phoresis cell( Beckman, Mode3, R Series D) containing
Veronal buffer, pH 8.6,. ionic strength 0.05. 40 311
serum sample was applied on the paper by an applicator
which was previously--washed with the saturated Bromphenol
blue solution which was used as a marker to indicate
the appropriate. interval to stop the run of electro-
phoresis. During the electrophoretic run, voltage was
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set at 110 V and the tank was completely covered by
black cloths.
After.the electrophoresis, paper strips were dried
at 110 o C in an. incubator for 15 to o 20 min, Papers15 to 20 min , r
were stained by Sudan black B for 2 hrs and then washed
with 45% ethanol three times, 3 mina for each time
Papers were dried in air and scanned by a chromoscan
( Chromoscan WiK 11 Joyce Loebl Co. Ltd.)
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Result
Serum cholesterol of snake, Racer and Cobra, was
presented in Tables T 7 8.
The range of serum chol.esterol in the Cobra was 151w
332 mg/100 ml serum and that in the striped Racer was 253-
388 mg/100 ml serum. The serum cholesterol level in the
Cobra was low( about 200 mg/100 ml) during the months of
October and December 1972, and no significant variations
could be seen in the cholesterol leveliAuguust 1972, February
1973 and April 1973, and remained high during July 1972 9
January and. March 19739
In both striped Racer and Cobra, the level of serum
cholesterol in autumn and early winter is generally lower
( October, November and December) than that in warm weather
( March to August) o Results also showed that snakes,
including striped Racer and Cobra, with clear spectacle
( Br samples) had a higher level. of serum cholesterol
compared with those with cloudy spectacle( Cl samples).
It was apparent that the level of serum cholesterol of
the striped Racer was slightly higher than that of the
serum cholesterol of Cobra.
As, in clinical practice, serum cholesterol and
serum lipo--protein levels vary inversely with thyroid
activity as indicated by the thyroxine content of human
serum, the present result of high concentration. of
cholesterol provide supporting evidence for the low
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concentration of thyroxine in snake serum,
Data of iipo-protein amount exp pressed by electro
are
phoresis are shown in Figures I 5,6,7,8
From the electrophoretic strips, two different
lipoprotein patterns were found. In the Cobra, there were
three bands in the strip: alpha (ct) band, pre--beta and. beta
band ((3)( Fig. 15, 6), but only alpha and beta bands were
found with the pre-beta. band missing in the striped Racer
Fig. 17 8). The values of(-% and lipo-protein
in striped Racer and Cobra were tabulated( Table 1 9 10).
Tb,e' percentage of beta lipo-protein in Cobra was significantly
lower and the alpha lipo-protein was higher than that in
the striped Racer.
Therefore, the lipo-protein was higher in the
Cobra( 2.04--3.43) compared with that in. the striped
Racer( 0.43-0.92). As low (3-% lipo-protein or high lipo-protein ratio indicates of low lipid metabolic rate
and low T4 concentration the present data indicated that
the lipid metabolic rate of the striped Racer is significantly
higher.than that of the Cobra. Seasonal variation in the
(3/ lipo-protein content in the both species of snakes were
not seen. It was noted that this (3-% lipo-protein level
was higher in serum of snakes in both species with clear
spectacle compared with those with cloudy spectacle; a
finding which suggests that the thyroid is more active in
the resting phase of the sloughing cycle,
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Table I 7
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* each sample consisted of 3 snakes
Cl snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle
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Table I 8






cholesterol concentration (mg/100 ml)























































each sample consisted of. snakes
Cl snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle
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Table l 9
Seasonal changes of lipo-protein and lipo-protein ratio
of Elaphe taeniura
Month of Sample






































































All figures expressed as a percentage of the fraction of the
electrophoretic strip
* each sample consisted of snakes
01 snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle
/ no determinations were made
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Table I 10
Seasonal changes of lipo-proteinand lipo-protein ratio
of Naja naja
Month of Sample





































































All figures expressed as a precentage of the fraction of the
electrophoretic strip
each sample consisted of 3 snakes
Cl snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle





























Fig I 8 Electrophoretic strips of Elaphe serum lipo-protein
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Section one :D Quaotitative determination of DIT and MIT
in snake serum
Introduction
Owing to the fact that MIT and DIT were detected l ill
quite an appreciable a lount from paper chromatographic
analysis of snake serum in Part I Section IA which was
developed with eerie-arsenite reaction, an attempt was
made in this study to find out the quantity of MIT and.
DIT in the snake serum.
The presence of iodotyrosines in circulating blood has
been neglected by investigators because there is no physiological
importance has been ascribed to them. There are few specific
methods available to quantitatively detect the content of
MIT and DIT in serum. In 1959, Mandl and Block used an
elution technique and eerie-arsenite reaction to semi-
quantitatively measure the MIT and DIT content of the
extracts. Pileggi, Sergal and Golub( 1964) suggested
to use.the column chromatographic method to analyse the
labelled MIT and DIT.
In this eperiment the nethods of Braker. Humphrey,
Soley( 1950) and Mandl Block( 1959) were used with
some modifications.
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Material and. Me a od
Iodo-ai?i.no acids were ex-'C#r_ acted according to the
method. of Block., Werner and Mandl( 1) as referred to
previously in Part I Section IA. The estimation. of JIT and
DIT in extract followed the me thou. described. by Mandl and
Block( 1959) as follow: The extracts were applied on.
Whatman No. 3 filter paper with markers spotted along the
side of the chrom atographG The. stand.ard. solution of MIT
and DIT( Sigma Co.) in concentration of* 50 ig/100 ml q
100 7ig/100 ml and 200 pg/100 ml were also spotted on the
paper chrom.atogram0 After-the chromatogram had developed
for 12 hours, it was allowed to dry. The samples whose
concentration to be determined ed were cut off ixrith reference
to the position of the markers, and were put separately
into test tubes. Iodocompounds were then eluted from the
paper by adding 5 mi N-4H2SO and 0.5 ml 0.3 N arsenous acid
in N-H2SO4 into the test tubes. These tubes were incubated
at 4 °C for 16 hours. After the elution period, 0.5 ml of
0.1 N eerie sulphate solution was added into the test tubes
and the test tubes were further equilibrated at 37 0C for
at least 10 mina Eluates were read ina spectrophotometer
( Coleman Model 6D. at 420 mi against a distill-Awater blank.
Percentage of transmittance obtained from eluates of the
standard solutions were recorded and plotted in linear
graph paper as standard curved Quantities of MIT and DIT
of unknowm samples were determined by comparing the%
57
transmittance of the eluates of the unknowns to the standards
with reference to standard curve.
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Rosult
The content of MIT and DIT of snake serum was shown
in tables I 11 I12. The present result demonstrated
that the range of MIT in Cobra was around 100 to 280 pg/100
serum and about 170 to 400 ug/100 ml serum in stripped
Racer. The DIT content in Cobra is from 90 to 385 pg/100 MI
serum, and in stripped Racer is 100 to 430 ig/100 ml serum
In both species, the amount- of serum MIT and. DIT was similar,
nor there was a a. r seasonal variation of MIT and. DIT In the
blood. In the stripped Racer, there was indication: that
the content of both MIT and DIT in the serum which were
collected from snakes with cloudy spectacle was higher
than that of serum samples collected from snakes with
clear spectacle. In Cobra, no such co rirelation was seen.
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Table 1 11
Seasonal changes of MIT and DIT concentration in serum of
Naja naja
Month of Sample























































each sample consisted of 3 snakes
C1 snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle
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Table I 12
Seasonal changes of MIT and DIT concentration in serum of
Elaphe taeniura
Month of Sample























































* each sample consisted of 3 snakes
Cl snakes with cloudy spectacle
Br snakes with clear spectacle
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Discussion
The snake thyroid gland is unusual in its secretion
of large amount of MIT and. DIT in addition to small quabtity
of T4 While these iodoamino acids have been reported to
be present in normal blood in the mammals, the principle
substance is T4( in the range of 3.6-7.2 ))-g/100 ml serum
in normal human). MIT and DIT, have been assumed to be
absent in circulation, the presence of these has been
considered to be abnormal until recently when it becomes
known that MIT and. DIT to be found in the blood in normal
subject. The amount of these iodotyrosines varies and is
typically below that of T4
The present reBdlt therefore poses the problems as to
how far is this is true in the other species of snakes, or
squamate reptiles, or even in poikilotherms. Information
on this aspect is disappointing as there is no information
on the circulating MIT and DIT and T4 except a few pieces
of information of T4 in metamorphic tadpole
While the source of these iodot.yrosines is still to
be agreed upon( see also discussion Part I section 2),
there is no question-of them.,' presence in such an exceptional
high level in the 2 species, Elaphe and Naja, in the present
study. Data obtained from experiments presented in the
appendix( p.120) firstly give supporting evidence that the
iodinated substances in the snakes blood are MIT and DIT.
Secondly the data strongly indicated that these 'substances
are not artefact
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The questions that follow would be a no of "why"
and "how". No satisfactory answers are available from the
existing literature . How is it that so much MIT and DIT
are present in the snake blood? In mammals MIT and DIT
in the thyroid are normally berore
released. Is it then there is the failure of the
deiodination mechanism within. the snake thyroid? It should
be noted that MIT and DIT can definitely be formed in an
extra-thyroidal manner( Evans, Schooley, Evans, Jenkins
and Taurog, 1966; Wiggs, 1971). The more important
question as to why, or the function, .iodo tyrosine in the
snake exists in such a high concentration is not known
Virtually no function has been ascribed to these iodotyrosines
in the vertebrate animal. MIT and' DIT- have been demonstrated'
to have no effect on the sloughing cycle of the snake and
probably no effect.on oxygen consumption in squamate
reptiles( see discussion Part II section 2). Perhaps,
these iodotyrosines are just there in the snake and not
being used, or these, act as a iodide pool/torage, so
that I upon released can provide a source for the thyroid
.to synthesize T4.
As there is little information on the amount of
circulating T4 in the poikilotherms it is not known whether
the particular low T4 level in circulation in. snakes is
unique. It reads about 1-2 )ig/100 ml serum. From the
mammalian standard, e.g. human( range of. serum T4 is
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about 3.6-7.2 100 ml) the snake thyroid gland is very
under-active as the T le :Tel is well below 3.6) g
Confirmatory evidence of this low ic: rum T4 level. come from
the study of serum cholesterol level and the lipo-protein
in the snake. Thyroid activity status( hypo- or hyperthyroidism)
has been shown to be related. to the coy eentration of se-rum
cholesterol. Thyroxieil is generally regarded to promote
the lipolysis of peripheral lipid( Guyton,1971), and
the fatty acid me tabolism is also related to thyroxine
( Vinik, Pi mstone and Hoffenberg,1970) Patients suffering
from hyperthyroidism have low content of cholesterol in
serum, and people who suffer from hypothyroidism have high
level of cholesterol( Tepperman 1968). The narmal range
of serum cholesterol in normal human is 160-200 mg/100 ml
and the data obtained in the striped racer in the present
study is 253-388 mg/100 MI. serum and in the cobra is 151-
332 mg/100 ml serum.
In serum lipo-protein pattern, beta band indicates
the status of lipid metabolism. When the concentration of
thyroxine is high, increased lipid metabolism, and increased
precentage of beta lipo-protein is also seen. On the other
hand, while T4 concentration is low, then low lipo-
protein would be found. Thus in women-under the pregancy
bearing hydatidiform mole 7 lipid metabolism is normally
increased, their serum would show-a high precentage of
beta lipo-protein( 87.7%) and a relatively low level
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of sertm cholesterol( 161 m11g/100 m1) when compared with
the normal women( cholesterol: 181 mg/ 100ml,
Protein: 73.8%)( Ma, Chew, Pang and Wong 1965)
The present data showed that the precentage of beta lipo-
protein in striped Racer. is 52-68% and in Cobra is 20-34
In summary, the relation of lipid metabolism and
thyroid activity is such that e.g. in man with hyperthyroidism
there is a high concentration of thyroxine, a low concentration
of cholesterol in serum and a low ratio of lipo-
protein or a high concentration of beta band of lipo-
protein.
A comparison of the serum cholesterol and lipo-
protein between snakes and human being, strongly suggested
that the thyroid gland in the snake. is in the hypo- state
and therefore provides circumstantial support for low T4
in the blood. Caution however remains when these data
are so extrapolated and interpreted, as there is so much
is not known of the lipid metabolism in the snake..
Seasonal changes of the thyroid glands in the snakes
is well established( Lynn,1970). Although no seasonal
changes in the MIT and DIT level in circulation was evident,
the present column chromatographic analysis demonstrated
seasonal changes of T4 in the blood in the 2 species of
snakes. Furthermore, 2 distinct patterns were revealed
in Cobra, Na j and the striped Racer, Elm. Seasonal
variation of thyroid activity has been suggested to be
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related to reproductive activity (e.g mating ) of the
snake (Saint Girons 1963) or the activity of animal
( Chiu, Phillips and Maderson,1969) and the tomperature
A compilation of the data obtained on the testis weight
and serum T level of the 2 species is presented in Fig
19. It is of interest to find that in the striped. racer
breeding occurs in autumn while. that of the cobra in spring
In the cobra, the pattern of T4 change is similar to that
seen in the histological appearance of the gland as reported
previously( Chiu, Phillips and. Maderson.1969) in. that T4
4
increases during autumn and reached a high level before
hibernation. During hibernation, a decrease of T4 is evident,
No data are available for the months of April and May
during which another peak of thyroid activity is expected
( Chiu,Phillips. and lvlad.erson,1970 b) because of their intense
reproductive activity. In the striped racer, the pattern
of T4 level change is opposite to that seen in the cobra in
that a decrease of T level occurs when the animals in
the mating period in autumn (judging by the decrease in
the testis wt.) e Ty level begins to rise during the latter
half of the hibernation period. Apparently such a pattern
of T4 level. in.the striped racer makes difficult any
interpretation of the fole of T4 in this species While
the high T4 in late summer and early autumn may account
for the pre-hibernation sexual activity and/or preparation
of hibernation., and a decrease of T4 level during late
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autumn and early winter( December, January), as the
animal is in hibernation, is readily explicable, the tendency
of increase of serum T4 during the latter half of the
hibernation period, remains to be sought.
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Section two: An analysis of radioactively labellad iodinated
tyrosines and thyronines in the blood and
the thyroid gland of the striped racer (Elaphe
taeniura) at different time interval after an
injection of 125I
Introduction.
To use radioactive -isotope is one of the.most convonient
and accurate methods in the study of thyroid gland of the
vertebrate animals. Technique involving radioisotopes in
studying the thyroid gland is well developed and widely.
used by people because of the highs sensitivity in detection.
Two radioiodines are commonly used by people in
studying the thyroid gland: iodine 1252 with a half
57 days and 131I 125 I will be in preferonce
to 131i if the experiment procedure involving measurement
of radioactivity will be long. In reptile, radioactive
iodine is often used in studying the precentage of thyroidal
uptake of radioiodine as an index to the activity of the
gland( see reviews by Lynn, 1970; Shahaxsi and Lewitus, 1971;
Chiu and Lynn, 1972; Turner and Tipt on, 1972.). and has
been used to trace the thyroidal iodinated amino acids in
the thyroid gland (Sheliabarger, Gorbman, Schatzlein and
McGill, 1956; Kobayashi and Gorbman, 1959, Vivien--Roels,
1969; Shaham and Lewitus 9 1971) .
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In the present experiment the acctaulation of 125I
by the thyroid glands of snakes and the 125I labelled thyroid
hormones in snake serum and thyroid gland were examined at
different time interval following an i.p. injection of 125I
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Material and Method
Fifteen mature male striped Racers
were divided into 5 groups RI-1 RI-2 RI-3 RI-4 RI-5
in each group).They werc first injected i.p with 40 Ci
125I
in 0.1 ml 0.9% salinc., After the injection in vivo
daily measurement of the thyroidal accumulation of 1251 I in
snake of groups RI-3, RI-, RI-5 was made using radioactive
counting equipments as described previously by Chiu, Phillips
and Maderson (1967) according to the method of Chi u and Lyra.
(1972). This was expressed as percentage uptake of the a.dmi-
nistered dose Groups, RI-1, RI.-2, RI-3, RI-4,, RI-5, were
killed at 5, 12, 20, 25, and 35 days after the administration
of 1252 I
Serum samples, and the thyroid, glands$ from snakes of
each group, were pooled. Extraction of the thyroid hormones
in the serum and in the gland were performed following the
methods described in Part I section 1A.
The radioactively labelled iodoarnino acids were analysed
as follows:- The dried- paper chromatogram was cut into 1 cm X 4 cm
strips and numbered e The radioactivity in each strip was
counted with an Automatic Gamma Counting System( Nuclear-
Chicago, model 4230). After counting, the strips of the
chromatogram were pieced up, The presence of any iodo-amino
acids was then detected by Ceric-Arsenite reaction as des-
cribed in Part I section 1A
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Rosults
(A) Accumulation of 125I in the thyroid gland
The perecentage uptake of 125I by the thyroid gland in 3
groups of snakes is prescnted in table I 13 and the datm
obtained from group 5 wis also presented in fig. I 10.
It can be seen that in the first weeks there was a rapid
increase in. the 125I uptake. A, value of 17-26% the admi-
nistered dose accumulated by the thyroid. gland during this
period. This increase slowed down gradually over the following
weeks. Thus, in RI-5, the weekly increases in the 2nd, 3rd,
.4th and 5uh week were about 7%, 6%, 5% and 5% respectively.
Similar results were found in the other 2 groups. There was
thus a tendency for the radioactivity in the thyroid gland to
level off. This was seen in group RI--3 and RI-4 after 17th day.
Furthermore, there was no sign of this level of radioactivity
in the thyroid gland to fall off during the whole period of
counting. This suggests that the release of radioactive sub-
stance from the gland was minimal, if any.
(B) Radioactive thyroid hormones in the serum and the thyroid
gland after treatment of 125 I
No -1251 labelled thyroid hormones were found from serum
after 5 days 5, injection( RI-1 group). The only radio-
active substance in the blood was radioiodine( Fib. I 11) .
Labelled.MIT, DIT 9 T3 T4 were however found in the thyroid
gland( Figs I 12, 13). 'Judging from the peaks of these radio-
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active MIT DIT T3 T4 it was cident that the amount of
the iodotyrosines far exceded those of the iodothyronines,
Serum cxtract from animals treated with 125I for 12 th
day (RI-2 group ) revealcd three radioactive substanees. MIT
DIT T4.( Fig I i4), but the q dntitiesr of these substances
were minuto When compared with that of I. This pattern of
distribution of radioactive thyroid secretions were seen in
the blood in snakes of groups,, 4, 5, i.e. 20, '25 and 35
days after 125I injection( Figures 1 15, 169 17). Labelled
MIT, DIT, T 3' T4 were f oui d. in the thyroid gland of snake.
treated with 125 I for 12,20,25 and 35 days (Groups RI-2,
RI-31 RI-4, RI .5)( Figures 1 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,25
It was noted that firstly the amount of 1251 decreased in the
gland after 12 days a Secondly, there was far more T4 than T3,
the .latter only in minute quantity. Finally, relative and
absolute concentrations of these radioactive thyroidal sub-
stances were not known as no attempts had been made to quantify
them.
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Table I 13 The percentage uptake of 125I by the thyroid gland in Elaphe
Mean± S.E.
DAY AFTER INJECTION
group 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th. 17th 18th 19th 20th 21st 22nd 23rd 24th 25th 26th 27th 23th 29th 30th 31st 32nd 33rd 34h 35h
RI-3 9.9 11.9 12.2 14.9 16,8 16.5 16.6 20.4 204 192 214 23.6 234 233 25D 26.0 275 26.8 27.5
±0.0 ±25 ±3B ±3.7 ±4.6 :6.6 l.1 ±8.3 2.6 14. ±4/ _10. ±10. ±11. ±13. ±14. +15. ±14. ±14.$
7.7 11.7 15.3 17.1 20.5 23.9 25.5 27.1 28.3 294/ 32.3.34.5 35.4 35.0 35.5 374 38.8 35.9 35.9 36.6 37.1 38.0 39.1
+1.0 +1.6 +3.0 +2.4 +2.5 +3.3 +2.4 +3.2 +3.6 +2.9 +3.6 +4.5 +5.6 +5.5 +6.0 +5.9 +6.9 +6.0 +5.8 +7.5 +6.6.6 +6.0 +6.5
24 5.3 7.0 12.0 15.5 124 20-9 22.2 22.0, 24.7 26.1 27.3 28.9 29.2 27.0 30.2 32.1 32.7 33.4 34.7 34.9 37.0 36.7 37.1 36.9 38.4 40.4 40.3 39.8 40.4 41.5 41.8 42.9Rl-5 26.1 27.3 28.9 29.2 27.0 1 0.2 32.1 JL.7 33.. 34.7 34.9 31.0 36.7 37.1 36.9^ .34 404 40.3 3`2.3, 404 51.5 41.3 X2.9
0.7 +3.1 +1.0 +1.5 +2.5 +4.9 +6.6 +4.5 +4.4 +4.9 +5.0 +5.3 +5.2 +5.5 +5.0 +5.5 +5.8 +6.1 +6.3 +6.9 +6.9 6.6 +7.3 +7.0 +7.6 +7.5 +7.9 +8.0 +8.0 +8.1 +8.8
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Fig I 10 Thyroidal accumulation of 125I in Elaphe thyroid





CM 5 10 15 20
MIT DIT
Fig I 11 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract 5 days after 125I
injection, showing the distribution of I, MIT DIT T3 T4 and their





CM 5 10 15 20 25
MIT DIT
Fig I 12 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 5 days after
125 I injection showing the distribution of I, MIT DIT T3 T4 and
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Fig I 13 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 5 days after 51
injection, showing the distribution of I, MIT, DIT, T3 T4 and their relative
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Fig 114 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract'12 days after 1251 injection,
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Fig 115 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract 20 days
after 125 1 injection, showing the distribution of I, MIT,
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Fig I 16 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract 25 days.after11251 injection
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Fig I 17 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract days after 125I injection
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Fig I 18 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 12 days after 1251
injection, showing the distribution of I-, MIT, DIT, T and their relative
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Fig I 19 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 12 days
after 125 1 injection, showing the distribution of I- 9 MIT, T3
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Fig I 20. Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 20 days after
1251 injection, showing the distribution of I,MIT, DIT, T3 T4 and their
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Fig I 21 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid land extract 20 days g ys alter 1
injection, showing the distribution of I-, MIT, DIT,.T3 T4 and their relative
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Fig I 22 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract
25 days after 1251 injection, showing the distribution of I
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Fig I 23 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 25 days after125I
injection, showing the distribution of I, MIT, DIT, T 3 T and their relative
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Fig 124 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 35 days
after 125- injection, showing the distribution of 2 NIT DIT T-,
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Fig 125 Paper chromatogram of snake thyroid gland extract 35 days after 125
injection, showing the distribution of I MIT, DIT, T3 T4 and their relative
radioactivity. B-A-.H descending system.
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Discussion
The pattern of biosynthesis of thyroid hormone by
the snake thyroid gland is similar to other vertebrate
animals. The present study demonstrated the occurrence
of MIT, DIT, T3 and T4 with the use of 125 I in the thyroid
gland. This finding is therefore in agreement with all
available data on 131I analysis of reptilian thyroid gland.
of turtles( Shellabarger, Gorbman, Schatzlein; and McGill
1959; Vivien-Roels, 1969), and of lizards( Kobayashi and
Gorbman, 1959; Shaham and Lewitus, 1971).
The pattern of radioiodine accumulation of Elaphe is
similar to that reported for other species of snakes e.g.
Thamnophi s( Chiu and Lynn ,1972), Natrix( Turner and
Tipton, 1972), Ptyas( Chiu and Wong, unpublished data).
This pattern had been commented as being suggestive of a
thyroid which iodine metabolism is slow( Kobayashi and
Gorbman 1959; Chiu, Lynn and Leichner 1970). Data obtained
from the serial studies on the pattern of iodinated substances
in circulation give confirmatory support of the uniqueness
of this snake thyroidal radioiodine, accumulation. Release
of minute amount labelled MIT, DIT T4 could only be
detected around 10 days after an injection of 1251, despite
the fact that these substances have already been synthesized
in the thyroid gland in the snake in 5 days. Subsequent
analysis of serum samples also indicated the presence of
MIT, DIT T4 in very small amount e T3 has not been identified.
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The present result therefore gives further support
to.the conclusion that the thyroid activity in snake is
very low. It also provides supporting evidence for results
obtained in. Part I Section 1 on the nature of thyroidal
secretion which consists of MIT, DIT and T4. Furthermore,
preliminary study of Wong, Wong and Chiu( unpublished
data) has, centred on incubating the thyroid gland which
was pre-treated with 1251 for 5 days with/without the
addition of TSH( Thyr. otropin). Analysis of the incubation
medium showed the presence of MIT, DIT and T4 after an
incubation period of 22. hrs in which the amount of
iodotyrosines was. more than T4. In the presence of TSH
more T4 was released in the same period, doubling the
amount. of the iodotyrosines.
Whether or not the absence of TSH stimulation in
snake accounts for the presence of large quantity of MIT
and DIT and minute quantity of T4 in the blood as-reported
in Part I Section 1 is not known. Such. a hypothesis has
been proposed to account for the unique pattern of thyroidal
radioiodine accumulation in the reptile( Chiu, Lynn and
Leichner, 1970). Further experiment will have to be
performed to eventually correlate the activity of TSH
and the thyroid gland. in the snake.
PARA TWO:Fuction of thyroid hormones
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Section one: The effect of thyroid hormones
Introduction
That administration of thyroid hormones to homiotherms
increases the oxygen consumption of the vertebrate animal
is well known( Komaromi 1965; Buchanan, Prirnack and
Tapley, 1971; Hassinen, Ylikanri and Kanohen. 1971) In
the cold-blooded vertebrates, this effect is often complicated
by the temperature in which the experimental animals are'
maintained( Maher, 1965; Wilhoft, 1966; Buikema, Jr. and
Armitage, 1969; Turner and Tipton, 1972). Thus in lizard
( Eumeces fasciatus )it is reported that thyroxine increases
the rate of oxygen consumption at 30 °C while such an effect
is not found at 20 °C( Maher, 1965). There are recently
available anumber of reports on the temperature and oxygen
consumption rate/metabolic rate relation in snakes, it is
the purpose of this study to investigate on the oxygen
consumption rate in some representatives of the squamate
reptile..
..In measuring metabolic rate/oxygen consumption rate
of the animal, the liver tissue( mitochondria and enzymes
are reportedly numerous and vigorous) is often used by
investigators( Bronk, 1965; Hassinen, Ylikanri and
Kahonen, 1971) as indication for comparison purpose of
the metabolic rate of the animals. In our study, the liver
tissue of the experimental animals. were also used.
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Material and I ethod
Lizards He.u1i dactylus bowrinpii and Gekko E;ecko) of
both sexes, and snakes( PAC as korros) of male only, were
used. The rat snakes, Lt yas and tokay gecko, Gekko o were
purchased from the snake shop and the common house gecko,
lemidact s, were caught from University Campus buildings
The animals were put into a constant temperature room or
chamber for at least one week before starting the treatment.
Water was provided ad libitum. The tokays and house geckos
were fed with grasshoppers and flies respectively while the
rat snd ke s were not fed. At the end of the treatment,
animals were killed, the liver were removed immediately
and were put into the Kreb-ringer phosphate buffer solution.
0.1 gm liver was weighed and used. The oxygen consumption
was measured and calculated according to the method of
Burris and Stauffer( 1964).
Thyroidectomy was performed under anesthetization
with an i.m. injection of nembutal( Abbott Labe, 2 mg/100 g
body wt.) according to the methods described by Chiu and
Lynn( 1970) and. Chiu and Phillips( 1971b).
serum ho,rrnone,
ElUhe snake thyro id extract( STE) was made as
described, in Part I Section 1 A. Thyroxine and STE were
prepared for injection as described by Chiu and Lynn( 1971a).
All injectionswere given on alternate day.
Treatment included: 1) maintenance of intact animals
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at different temperature, and 2) thyroi d ectomy with/withovt
injection of the following solutions:
Solution 1: 2 mg thyroxine( BDH Chemical Co.) was dissolved
in O.4 Ml 0.1 N-NaOH solution, and then diluted
to 10, ml with H20, (the resulting solution was
2ug/0.01 ml)
Solution 2: 4 mg snake serum thyroidal extract was dissolved
in 0.4 ml 0.1 N-NaOH solution, and then diluted
to 10 ml with H 2 0-( final concentration 4 ug/0.01
ml).
Solution 3: 0.4 ml 0.1 N-NaOH was diluted to 10 ml with H2O 0
Experiments, included:
A. Oxygen consumption of house gecko, Hemidactylus
bowringii
kept
Series 1) Sixty intact animals of both sexes were at different
temperatures:-
No,, of Temperature Length of
Group animals( C) treatment Treatment
(day)
1 6 15 14 Nil
2 6 20 14 Nil
3 25 14 Nil
4 6 30 14 Nil
5 6 35 14 Nil
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Series 2) Animals, apart: from those of Group 1, were














B. Oxygen consumption of tokay gecko, Gekko ecko
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Thyroidectomized+ sol
















0.01 nl sol 1
0.01 ml sol 2
1 31 30 14
2 4 30 14
3 22
30 14




C. Oxygen consumption of the rat snake Ptyas Korros
Series 1) Twenty mature intact male animals were kept at







1 4 23 14 Nil
2 4 30 14 Nil
3 4 30 14
Injected sol. 18 ug/
50 gm body wt.
4 4 30 14
Injected sol. 3 0.1
ml/50 gn body wt
5 4
37 14 Nil
Series 2) Twenty mature male animals exceot group 1 were









1 4 30 14 Intact





8 ug/50 gm body wt.
4 4 30 14
Thyroidectomized,+sol.2
16 ug/50 gm body wt.
5 4 30 14
Thyroidctomized + sol.3




The effect of temperature on the oxygen consumption
rate in the common house gecko is shown in Figure II 1
and Table II.1 There were no significant variations
among the animals in group 1, 2, 8 3 where these animals
were maintained at or below 25 C A significant increase
in oxygen consumption rate (one fold) was evidenced in
animals of group 4 at 30 0C, and a further increase was
seen at 35 C( two folds). The effect of thyroidectomy
and of injections of thyroxine roxine or snake\ h hormones
( STE) in the common house gecko is showed in Figure IT 2
and Table IT 2. A statistically significant. decrease in
oxygen consumption( about 40%) was seen after thyroidectomy
( group 2 )a Administration of thyroxine increased the
oxygen consumption rate of 37% in the thyroidectomized
animal scompared with the intact animals( group I)
and thyroidectomized animals receiving NaOH Cgroup5).
Injection of NaOH in thyroidectomized animal increased
oxygen consumption group 5 compared with the
thyroidectomized animals( group 2), a finding in
which no explanation can be offered.
Injections of snake thyroidextract in thyroidectomized
animals( group 4) showed a slight increase of about 22%
in the oxygen consumption rate over that of the thyroidectomized
animals. There is however significant difference between
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thyroxine and STE injection in thyroidecto ized aanimals
group 3 4 respectively)
B. Gekko gecko
The results of thyro idectomy and of administration
of thyroxine and. STE in thyroidectomized animals are
shown in Fig II 3 and Table II 3. Thyroidectomy (group
2) decreased( about 20%) the oxygen consumption while
thyroxine injection( group 3.) showed a significance
increase of one fold the int act animal( group I).
There was no difference between the-oxygen consumption
obtained in thyroidectomized animals (group 2) and
those given NaOH( group 5). Nor the increase in oxygen
consumption rate was statistically significant in the
thyroidectomized animal given NaOH( group 5 )compared
with the intact( group I). A significant increase of
about 50% is clearly demonstrated in the thyroidectomized
animal given STE( group 4) compared with the
thyroidectomized animal( group 2).
C.Ptyas korros
The effects of temperature variation in the intact
animal and of T4 and STE injections in the intact and
thyroidectomized animals on the oxygen consumption rate
are shown in Figs II 4 ii5 AND Table II 4 II5
A significant increase was obtained in animal kept
at 30 °C. or above( group 2 or 3) and those kept at
23 C (group 1)(see Table II4 Fig. II4) The
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difference in the oxygen consumption rate was not
statistically signifcant between animals maintained
at 30 and 37 °(Group 3 respectively ) Nor
any difference in the oxygen consumption rate was
evidence with thyroxine where these animals were
maintained at 30 °C. A significance decrease was
observed when the animals were given. NaOH, a finding
which no explanation can be offered.
With reference to Table II 5 and Fig. II 5, there
was no significant decrease in the oxygen consumption
rate in animals after thy roidectomy( group 2), nor
significant increase after injection of thyroxine or
STE given to thyroidectomized. animals( group 3 4)
was seen compared with the intact animals( group 1
Administration of NaOH in the thyroidectomized animals
( group 5) showed an unexpected decrease( p/,,0.001)
in the oxygen consumption.
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Table II 1
Effect of temperature on oxygen consumption of
Hemidactylus liver tissue
Oxygen consumption
Group Temperature ul/hr. /mg wet wt.)
( °C)(' Meaii±S.E.,)
15 0.179±O.OO4- (6)
2 20 0.163±0.011 (6)**
3 25 0,189-0.006 (6)***
30 O011±0.017 (6)-
5 35 0.477±0.043 (6)****
Parentheses indicate number of sample in the test
* Group I vs group 4 P<0.001
Group 2 vs group 4 P<0.001
Group 3 vs group 4 P<0.05
Group 5 vs group 4 P<0.01
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Table II 2
Effect of thyroid hormone on oxygen consumption of
Hemidactylus liver tissue at 30 °C
Oxygen consumption
Group Treatment ul/hr./mg(wet wt.)
( Mean- S .E.)








Parentheses indicate number of sample in the test
Group 2 vs group 1 P<0.001
Group 3 vs group1 P<0.01
Group 3 vs group 5 P <0.01
Group 3 vs group 4 P<0.01
Group 4 vs group 5 P=N.S.
Group 4 vs group 2 P<0.001
' '` ` Group 5 vs group 2 P= N.S
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Table II 3
Effect of thyroid hormone on oxygen consumption of
Gekko liver tissue at 30 0C
Group Treatment Oxygen consumption
Ul,/hr. /mg (wet wt.
( Mean-.S.E.)




4 ThyroidecIonized 0.153±0.011 (6)***
+ STE
5 Thyroid ectornized 0.121 ±0.020 (4)****
+ NaOH
Parentheses indicate number of sample in the test
* Group 2 vs group I P 0.01
Group 3 vs group 5 P< 0.02
Group 3 vs group 1 P <0.02
Group 4 vs group 2 P <0.01
Group group 5 vs 2 P= NS. Group 5 vs group I P= N.S.
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Table II 4
Effect of temperature and T4 administration on the oxygen
consumption of Ptyas liver tissue
Group Treatment Oxygen consumption
p( c) l/hr./mg(wet wt.)
( Mean+S.E.)
1 23 Intact 00090±0,002 (6)*
2 30 Intact 00168±0.03 33 (6)
3 37 Intact 0.156±0,156 (5)
4 30 Intact 0,140±0.002 (6)
+ thyroxine
5 30 Intact 0.089-0.010 (5)**
+ NaOH
Parentheses indicate number of sample in the test
Group I vs group 2 P <0.001
**Group 5 vs group 2 p<0.001
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Table TI 5
Effect of thyroid hormone on the oxygen consumption of
Ptyas liver tissue at 30 oC




2 Thyroidectomized Oc.164 OWOO2 (7)
3 Thyroidectomi zed O p 195 OoO07 (7)
+ thyroxine
4 Thyroidectomized Oe184±OAO12 (7)
+ STE
5 Thyroidectomized 0.1O2±OQOO2 (5)*
+ NaOH
Parentheses indicate number of sample in the test
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Fig 11- 2 Effect of thyroidectorny and Thyroxine and STE.
administration on oxygen consumption of Hemidactylus
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Fig II 3 Effect of thyroidec. tomy and Thyroxine and STE
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Fig 11 4 Effect of temperature and T4 administration on
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Fig 11 5 Effect of thyroidecttomy and Thyroxine and STE









The role of thy r'oid hormone on oxygen consumption/
metabolic rate has been examined in a no, of species of
lizards. An increase in the oxygen consumption in general
follows the treatment with T4 and a decrease with thyroidectomy
when these animals are maintained aboveAa-certain temperature
( Maher and Levedahl 1959; Maher, 1964, 1965; Wilhoft, 1966).
Such a relationship in the snakes has not been reported
There are however data showing that the oxygen consumption
in snakes is temperature dependent( Benedict, 1932; Buekema,
Jr. and Armitage, 1969; Turner and Tipton, 1972).
The present result showed that while the response in
oxygen consumption rate, to T4 treatment and thyroidectomy
agrees. with the existing reports in Hemidac bus and Gem
and apparently^negative response is observed in the snakes
under similar situation. Thus, at 30 oC, thyroidectomy in
the rat snake fails to decrease the oxygen consumption, nor
treatment of thyroxine in the thyroidectomized rat snake
shows any increase in the oxygen consumption.
This finding raises the possibility for the argument--
that the thyroid gland and its secretion is not in any way
related to the metabolic rate of the snake. Whether this
reflects on the difference in tissue response to the thyroid
hormone between the lizard or the snake is not known.
The problem is further complicated by the apparent
inhibitory effect of NaOH injection in the oxygen consumption
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rate response in snake It is found that thyr_ oid.e ctorr:Lzed
rat snake given NaOH (control for T4 or STE inj e,ctit_i_on
significantly decreases the oxygen consumption of the
thyroidectomized snakes.
Furthermore, there are apparently indications that
NaOH also has an effect on the oxygen consumption in the
thyroidectomized lizards, Helnidactylus and Ge kko; this
effect being stimulatory instead of inhibitory. Thus NaOH.
in thyroidectomized Hemi dact;lus or Gekko. shows increases
in oxygen consumption compared with the 'thyroidectomized
animals, although the difference is not significant o
Current experiment is being conducted to re-examine.,.
the effect of NaOH injection in the snake's oxygen consumption
rate d
serum
Snake, hyroid hormones STE, extracted from the blood
( consisting mainly MIT and D IT) is less effective in
promoting oxygen consump t ion. in the thyroidectomized lizards
-compared with T4, STE has apparently no effect on oxygen
consumption in the rat snake, a finding which provides
circtan.tial evidence that the snake thyroid gland is not
related to oxygen. consumption/metabolic rate of the animal
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Section two: Thyroid hormones and the slopghing etcle in
Elaphe taeniura and Naja naja
Introduction
There are nu serous reports concerning the relationship
between skin shedding of squamat e reptiles and the endocrine
organs( See review's, Lvou ,1970; Maderson, Chiu Phillips,
19x7©a). The thyroid gland seems to be the most, important
one Q The role of the thyroid hormone in regulating sloughing
in lizards and snakes is however paradoxical. It has long
been known that the thyroid hormone enhances the sloughing
rate of lizards but recent studies in number of species of
snakes by Chiu and Lynii( 1970a, b, C, 1971a, b, 1972a)
confirm the effect of the thyroid hormone being inhibitory
on the sloughing performance in snakes. The present
experiment attempted to find out the relationship between
circulating thyroxine content in snake serum and various
.stages of the sloughing cycle,
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Material and. Method
Thirty seven mature male striped racer eaiN 31 mature
male cobra were purchased from the snake shop in 2 lots
the first was in August, 1972 and the 2nd in March-April ,197
Snakes were killed by decapitation. Serum samples were
collected separately, bark ed and stored in freezero Skin
the,
samples from,, Lnuerior region of the ventral side. of the
snakes were taken, fixed in Bouin's solution, blocked in
paraffin and sectioned in 7 micron. Sections were stained
by -Delafield.° s hematoxylin and. Eosino Identification of
skin stages of each sample followed the method of Maderson
( 1956) and. Maderson, Chiu and Phillips( 1970 b) o
Thyroxine content of each serum sample was analysed by the




The thyroxine level in serum in the striped racer
and in the cobra at different skin stages during the
sloughing cycle is shown in table II 6.
The analysis revealed that there is no staticifically
signific a'. difference in the serum thyroxine level at
different skin stages of the sloughing cycle in the both
species of snakes, There are however' indications that
the thyroxine level is low during the-late resting phase
( rate stage 1) and the early renewal. phase( early 2)
It should be noted that the thyroxine level is high in
the resting phase( stage I) compared with that of the
renewal phase( stage 3-6
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Table II 6
stagesRelationship between serum thyroxine level and epidermal stages of Elaphe taeniura
and Naja naja
(a) Elaphe taeniura (b) Naja naja
Stage Number of Thyroxine (g/100 ml) Stage Number of Thyroxine (ug/100ml)animal Mean-S.E animal Mean-S.E
animal Mean-S.E. E
15 1.22-0.00 1 16 1.13-0.02
2 2 1.35-0.00 2 1 0.90
3 3 1.13-0.02 3 33 1.00-0.10
4 7 1.25-0.03 4 4 1,09-0.02
5 7 1.13-0.04
5 5 1.18-0.02
6 3 1.13-0.12 6 2 1.25 -0.02 5
Early stage 1 1.24±0.01
Late stage 1 1.19±0.02
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Discussion
Epidermal changes of the sloughing cycle in a
snake have been divided into 2 distinct phases: a resting
phase( stage I) in which there is little cell division
of the germinal layer, and a renewal phase( stage 2 to 6
in. which rapid proliferation and keratinization in the
epidermis occurs resulting in shedding off the outer keratin
layers( Maderson,196 5; Maderson, Chiu and Phillips ,1970b.)
The duration of the resting phase tends to vary while that
of the renewal phase is about one week. The involvement
of the snake thyroid gland in this sloughing process has
been shown( see review by Maderson, Chiu and Phillips,
1970a). Thyroidectomy invariably enhances the frequency
of sloughing by reducing the length of the resting phase of
the cycle while T4 injection in intact. and. thyroid.ectomized
animal prevents sloughing from occurring in which the renewal
phase is never seen.
As thyroidectomy invariably precipitates the on-set
of the next renewal phase through cutting short the resting..
phase and therefore bringing about the next slough, one
would logically assume that the removal of the thyroid
hormone accounts for this epidermal changes( proliferation
of epidermal cells )o The available reports in which T4 is
administered into the animal resulting in the animal's
epidermis remaining' in the resting phase( i.e. with
minimal cell proliferation)and failing to slough indeed
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provide support for this assumption.
Data from the present experiment fail to show any
correlated changes in the T1 concentration with the different
stages of the epidermis of the sloughing cycle in the 2
species of snakes. This is at variance with the finding
of Maderson, Chiu and Phillips( 1970b) who noted the
correlated. histological changes of the thyroid and epidermal
stages in Ptyas korros.
The present result, however provides indic ations that
bey n
the renewal phase isprobably triggerd.off under low circulation
of T4 level. Although. the difference- is not s tatistically
significant, 'Blood. T4 of the striped racer in the late
stage 1( 1.19 ±.0.02 g/100 ml serum) is lower compared
with those in the earlier part( perfect) stage 1( 1.24
0.01 ,ug/100 ml serum). T4 concentration( 0090 p.g/100 ml)
in the only one sample of the cobra in early stage 2 reads
the lowest serum T4 of all stages.
One of the problems in interpreting the T4 concentration
in the sloughing cycles in the present study is too few
samples viamg obtained d ni: the early renewal phase( i.e.
stage 2. 3). This is in part because of the fact that
the renewal. phase occupies about I week whereas the resting
phase might be at least 2 months.
The present result also suggests that the T4
concentration used for injection in all previous experiments
in snakes is too high. Thus a dose of 8 pg/1O0g body wt. on
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alternate day would amount to 100 pg/100 m.l of blood
( assuming 8% of the body of animal.= brood of animal)
and this would roughly amount to 200 ig/100nnlserum on the
alternate day basis, If therefore poses problems of sorting
out the physiological role of T4 in sloughing r e.g. would a
concentration of T4 in terms of few ).ig/100 ml have any
inhibitory effect; on sloughing?
There is yet another technique problem since the
variation of T4 level is of the order le s's than I )lg/100 ml
serum. Perhaps more sensitive methods of measurement e g
RIA have to be sought
In view of the finding in the seasonal study:f.; of
MIT and DIT in. an appreciable amount( 200 ug/100 ml serum),
one would ask if these iodinated t yrosines' would play any
significant role in sloughing. There are only 2 reports
available on the effect of MIT and. DIT on sloughing in the
squamate reptile, both of which suggest a negative response
of these iodo---tyrosines on sloughing.
Chiu and Lynn(. 1971) found that DIT fails to prevent
sloughing from occurring in uhyroidectomized shoved--nosed
snake, Chionactis occiai.is and Chiu and Mad.erson
( unpublished data) indicated that MIT also fails to
prevent sloughing in the thyroidectomized rat snake Ptyas
korro s, and garter snake, Thamnophis sirtalis.
In this latter study of Chiu and Maderson( unpublished
data) on the effect of iodor-tyrosines and iodothyr_onin.es on
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sloughing in the snakes, it was shown that T2(3,5
diiodothyronine) inhibit sloughing in thyro idec torn.izcd
gar ter snakes,Thawnophis sirtalis and rat snake Ptyas
korros, an effect being similar to that of T T3 9 While
an injection of thyronine and MIT f ails to exert similar
inhibition effect on sloughing in the thyroic?ectomizeci
Peas. The consensus is that the i odothyronines but not,
ido-tyrosines are important in regulating sloughing.
The possibility of combined effect of these iodo-
thyronines and iodotyrosines being effective in regulating
of sloughing in the snake still remains o
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Summary and Conclusion
1)I, MIT DIT T3 and T4 are found in the thyroid glabd
Of the striped Racer, Elaph taeniur and the Cobra
Naja naja No attempt have been made to quantify these
various iodinated thyroidal substances.
2) T, MIT, DIT, and T4 are found in. the blood of these 2
species of snakes . The principle circulating iodinated.
substances are MIT DIT with a concentration of 200
ug/100 Ml serum., T4 occurs in minute quantity only; its
level as determined by. resin column chromatography is
about 1-2 ug/100 .ml serum. This particularly low level
of serum T4 is-indirectly supported by the measurement
of serum cholesterol and lipo--.protein,
3) The pattern of thyroidal 1251 accumulation in Ela he is
similar to that of the other ophidian species; Thamnophis
and Hatrix, in which a more rapid uptake of l25I
during the first week following injection of 125I a
gradual decrease in the rate of uptake follows in the
2nd and 3rd week and an eventually levelling off of the
thyroidal l25I radioactivity,
4) Release of labelled iodinated substances (MIT DIT T4)
by the thyroid gland is minimal as evidenced by the
pattern of thyroidal 1251 accumulation serial- analysis.
of serum of these substances. This release begins 10
days after 1251 injection and there is no appreciable
change in the relative concentration of each within the
period of 35 days .
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5) It is suggested that the snake thyroid gland is under
active and is at least in part due to the lack of
stimulation of TSH
6) There is seasonal variation in the thyroid activity in
the 2 species of snakes as evidenced by the serum T4
level chang Furtharmore, the pattern of T4, concentration
change differs in the 2 species In Elaphc T4 level
is high in the summer but it decreases in autumn and
reaches the lowest level early winter. The level
increases again during late winter and early spring.
The reverse of this serum T4 pattern is true, in Naja
7) Neither thyroidectony nor injection of T4 and STE of
Elaphe in the thyroidectomized animal has any effect the
oxygen consumption of the rat snake. The snake thyroid
gland and its secretion is probably not related to the
oxygen consumption of the animal.
8) In contrast, the thyroid gland and. T4 are shown. to
regulate the oxygen consumption in the common house
gecko, Hemidactylus bowringii and Gekko gecko.
9) There is no direct correlation between serum T4
concentration and the skin stages of the sloughing
cycle in both Elaphe and Naja
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Appendix 1
Further experiment on the nature of circulating iodo-amino
acids in the snake serum
Introduction
In view of the finding in section 1 of this study the
presence of (1) large and dominant amount of MIT and DIT
and (2) only minute quantity of T4 in the snake blood, a
situation which is reverse as one would expect e.g. in the
mammalian serums it seemed desirable to confirm that
(a) The presence of MIT and DIT were not artefact
resulting from the extraction procedure as described in
Part I Section IA.
(b) The large amount of MIT and DIT are not artefact
resulting from paper ehrorlihtographic analysis as there are
evidence of deiodination using this method of separation
and detection, and
(c) The large amount of MIT and DIT were normally
present in the snake blood and were not derived from, or
associated with.T4, i.e. degradation products through some
unknown reactions in the animal; since one would. assume T
is the usual thyroidal secretory product.
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Material and Method
(a.) Twenty Ci ( Radiochomical
Ceixtre, Aniersham) was added to 20 ml serum obtained from
the mature male striped Racer, Elaphe taeniura. Iodo-
amino acids were 'extracted, The radioactive iodo-amino
acids were analysed as described in Part I Section 1.
I-labelled T4 (Radiochemical Centre,
Amersham) was spotted on a paper chromatogram and thin
layer chromatogram The presence of radioactive iodo-
amino acids were detected as described. in Part I Section 1A
for the paper chromatography,, For the thin layer chromato-
graphy analysis, the chromatogram ve a firstly marked off
into small areas,, The silica. gel in these areas were
then scraped off into counting vials. Radioactivity of
various portions of the chromatogram was measured.
(c) Three mature, male striped Racer were injected
20 I-labelled T4 (Radiochemical Centre Amersham).
After 14 days, the snakes were sacrificed, Serum obtained
from these snakes were pooled and the radioactive iodo-
amino acids were analysed as described in Part I Section 1A.
Resul
125I-T4 in the eytraotion(a) The percentage rcoovery of 125 I-T4
procedure was 58% The only radioacitively labell
was found to be with small amount of I Fig .A -1
Non radioactive Mit and DIT were howevor detected with
Ceric- Arasenite colour reaction. The finding suggests that
firstly, the presence of the iodotyrosines in the normal
serum of snakes cannot probably be accounted for from
breaking down of T4 during the extraction procedure. nor
secondly the low T4 content can be so ascribed.
(b) Deiodination occurred in paper chromatographic
analysis (Fig.A -2) but probably not in thin layer
chromatography (Fig A-3) The extent of deiodination was
about 2% (in terms of the proportion of the radioactive
counts in the fractions of radiodine and 125 I-T4
There were no radioactive MIT or DIT.
(c) The only radioactively labelled substances were
125 I-T4 and 125I as in experiment (a) Similarly non
radioactiyely labelled MIT and DIT were detected. This
finding suggests that there was probably no conversion
(break down) through some unknown means of T4 to MIT
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Fig A 1 Paper chromatogram of snake serum extract showing
the distribution of I.l MIT DIT T4 and their relative
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Fig A 2 Paper chromatogram of standard I, MIT DIT and
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Fig A 3 Paper chromatogram showing the distribution of
radioactive rho B-A-H descending system.
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Appendix 2
Further experimert on the identification of the natina of
iodo-amino acids found in the blood and in the thyroid gland
in the snake.
Introduction
The identification of various iodo-amino acids
presented in Part :r sec uiox I was based on the Rf othe
amino acid in different solvent systems With 1251; the
identification procedure can be further simplied and
furthermore be more reliable. Detection of small amount
of amino acid which normally fails( e.g. T4 in the serum)




Extracts of the thyroid gland and serum obtained
from snakes in experiments described in Part I Section 2,
were paper chromatographed as described previously. The
radioactive regions of MIT,. DIT and T4 which were
complcmentary to the standard markers were cut off from
the paper and then put in a test tube containing 5 ml
eluant( CH3O L\ H4OH 99-1 v/ v) MIT DIT and T4 were
eluted separately for 16 hours, The eluted solutions were
dried completely in vacuo and then redissolved by 500 ul
elua at(CH3OH ) The reconstituted eluate
was mixed with. their respective standard solutions( e.g.
eluted solution of labelled MIT from the chromatogram was
mixed with MIT standard marker The mixture were re
spotted on. Whatman. No, 3 filter paper and re-run with B-A-H
system for 12 hours o Radioactivities of the paper were
detected by the same ways After detection. segments
of the paper were pieced up again as descried in Part I
Section 2. The colour detective reagent( ceric sulphate
and sodium arsenite mixture) was poured onto the re-
constructed chromatogranL. to find whether the radioactive
regions correspond to the spots of the standards previously
added onto the eluates. The procedure is also presented
diagrammetically in fig A-8
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Resulys
Radioactive regions of MIT DIT and T4 eluted from
chromatographed thyroid gland dugests (Fig.A-4) or serum
extracts (Figs. A-5 A-6 A-7) agreed with the standard
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Fig A 4 Paper chromatogram showin the eluted radioactive MIT DIT.
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Fig A 8 A schematic presentation on the authentic
chromatographic analysis of iodo-amino acid
e.g. MIT (see text)
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